
Dr. Ricardo Martinez, Administrator
National Highway Traffic
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20590

PETITION

Dear Dr. Martinez:

On February 11, 1999, GM released selective information concerning the potential dangers
of some side impact airbag systems to children.’ Whether GM’s motivation was to promote the sale
of GM vehicles with presumably better side air-bags or to ensure that side airbags do not injure out-of-
position (OOP) occupants is unknown. The critical issue is whether the existence of any potential
harm from side airbags can be mitigated through the use of proper engineering encouraged by
effective rulemaking. The steadily increasing number of side impact airbags entering into the vehicle
fleet merits increased scrutiny by NHTSA to prevent the introduction of systems that fail to
adequately mitigate the risks to children. Without close NHTSA monitoring and rulemaking requiring
an effective solution to the problem of OOP occupant interactions with side airbag systems, serious
preventable consequences will likely follow as they did with frontal airbags. These consequences may
include deaths and serious injuries of unsuspecting occupants.

As of this date, there is virtually a dearth of publicly available data detailing the extent of this
potential problem with respect to existing systems. NHTSA itself is withholding from the public
critical tiormation  on side airbags  just like it did and continues to do with respect to frontal airbag
systems. By letter of December 28, 1998, NHTSA requested that 20 manufacturers provide
information on the side airbags  installed in their vehicles.2 Only a small fraction of the information
received is available for public inspection.

The only documents NHTSA has elected to release concerning this issue are portions of

‘Specifically, GM released limited comparison data that showed the relative performances of side air-bag systems
and their interactions with out-of-position (OOP) child passengers. The information included an analysis of neck-related
injuries stemming from side airbag deployments. See Attachment A. CAS has asked GM to release all of its information
and data on these tests to advance child safety. To date, GM has inexplicably refused to do so. See Attachment B.

*Letter from Dr. Ricardo Martinez, Administrator, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, to Koichi
Ameniya [sic], President and Chairman, American Honda Motor Company 1 (Dec. 28, 1998). Nineteen other vehicle
manufacturers received identical letters. See Docket No. NHTSA- 1999-5098  1, at 4 (revealing mailing list used to send
NHTSA letter inquiring into manufacturer efforts in ensuring their products “do no harm”). In addition, NHTSA also
explicitly asked each manufacturer to “personally confirm” that each of their “current and projected applications of advanced
technologies do not pose safety risks, and to maintain or establish rigorous internal design protocols to address this
possibility.” Id. at 2. As of today’s date, only seven manufacturers’ replies have been entered into the docket. See Docket
No. NJJTSA-  1999-5098.
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presentations by GM and Honda.’ Both sets of these documents provide some detail into product
plans and currently available side airbag  systems. Other manufacturers who shared information with
the Agency, however, have received blanket confidential treatment for their entire submissions. From
the information already provided in the public docket addressing this issue, it is apparent that NHTSA
possesses a considerable amount of information related to the possible risks involved with certain side
airbag  designs, as well as some of the methods available to mitigate those risks.4

If a certain engineering design is primarily responsible for the problems associated with the
potential risks found in specific side airbag systems, it is crucial that the public be tilly informed on
this issue. Without releasing additional information to the public, one of two possible consequences
will follow: 1) The public may avoid side airbags because of perceived safety concerns, which could
needlessly curtail the development, production and refinement of these potentially beneficial lifesaving
devices; or 2) The lack of information could allow overly aggressive systems to further penetrate into
the market, resulting in fatalities and serious injuries.’ At this time, consumers simply do not have
enough information available to them to appreciate whether these potential risks are associated with
side airbags as a whole or whether they are restricted to certain designs.

If GM’s data reasonably reflect what is likely to occur in the field, NHTSA should take the

‘See Docket No. NIITSA- 1999-5098.

%r its part, Volvo revealed limited information concerning its efforts to ensure that its side airbags  did not pose
a risk to OOP occupants. S. Pilhall, et al., SIPSBAG  -- The Seat-Mounted Side Impact Airbag System, in 14TH

INTERNATIONAL  TECHNICAL  CONFERENCE  ON ENHANCED SAFETY  VEHICLES  1026, 1032 (1994) (indicating that out of
position occupants “will not cause the Sipsbag  to inflate abnormally” and that “[a]n unrestrained child sitting or lying near
the interior of the car will not have an increased injury risk compared to a system without [the] Sipsbag.“). While Volvo’s
paper does not state explicitly that an OOP child passenger will not be injured by a deploying side airbag, it at least indicates
that Volvo has taken steps to examine this issue.

?lhe case of the Chrysler Minivan’s passenger side air-bag interaction with children and short statured adults serves
as a clear example of this type of scenario. CAS pointed to the problems that the Minivan vehicles (i.e. Dodge Caravan,
Chrysler Town and Country, and Plymouth Voyager) were having in November 1996 when there were only eight recorded
deaths. See Letter from Clarence Ditlow, Executive Director, Center for Auto Safev,  to Dr. Ricardo Martinez,
Administrator, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (Nov. 8, 1996) (petition requesting defect investigation
of Chrysler Minivan, 1991-92 Chevrolet Corsica, and 1990-92 Ford Taurus for “defective airbag crash sensor and/or
deployment systems”). According to the latest available statistics from NHTSA’s Special Crash Investigation files, the
passenger airbags  in these vehicles have been linked to 13 deaths and 7 serious injuries. Special Crash Investigation
Summary (March 1,1999).

NHTSA itself seems to have arrived at a conclusion similar to what CAS stated over two years ago. As part of
the Agency’s vehicle crash compatibility research program, researchers discovered the extremely aggressive nature of the
passenger side air-bag used in the Dodge Caravan and noted in its March 1, 1999 press release that the forces from the airbag
on a fifth-percentile female dummy showed “a high probability of a serious injury or death as a result of the interaction
[between the airbag and dummy].” NHTSA Press Release (March 1, 1999). See also S. Summers, et al., NHTSA 3 Vehicle
Compatibility Research Program, Paper No. 1999-O l-007 1 (1999).
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necessary steps to ensure that side airbag  systems installed in vehicles do not harm OOP occupants.
At a minimum, the release of the GM information strongly suggests that the next logical step for
NHTSA to take is to issue an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to amend FMVSS 214 to
include an OOP test in order to assess the effectiveness and safety of side airbag designs. As with
the case of frontal airbags, an OOP test is needed in order to prevent deployment related injuries?

At a minimum, some type of child OOP testing needs to be performed in order to avoid a
repeat of problems similar to those encountered with frontal airbags. An OOP test, particularly with
respect to a safety component like side airbags,  will prove immensely beneficial since it will give
conscientious manufacturers additional guidance to help them improve the side impact protection of
the vehicles they produce and compel those manufacturers that are less conscientious to adhere to
minimum saSety  levels in developing, equipping and marketing their side airbag systems. In this way,
side airbags will be able to maintain a high level of safety in protecting occupants from potentially
fatal crashes and inadvertent deaths.

As the manufacturers themselves have pointed out, the inclusion of additional testing
measures to ensure occupant protection can be extremely helpful in improving FMVSS 2 14.’ The

%I addition to the information already provided by manufacturers, outside research by independent engineers can
also serve as a guide to NHTSA as to how to proceed on this issue. See A. Khadilkar & L. Pauls, Assessment oflnjury
Protection Performance of Side Impact Airbags for Out-of-Position and Other than 50th Percentile Adult Male
Occupants, in 16~~ INTERNATIONAL  TECHNICAL.  CONFERENCE  ON THE  ENHANCED  SAFETY  OF VEHICLES 1858 (1998)
(detailing procedures in detennimng likelihood of injury to OOP occupants with respect to side impact airbag deployments).
Minor collisions may cause these devices to deploy u~ecessarily,  creating the potential for occupant injury, as well as
increased repair costs, where these additional costs would not have occurred. The recent experience with frontal airbag
systems makes it clear that ensuring the safety of these devices for occupants of a variety of sizes is a legitimate and
paramount concern.

Similarly, the very real possibility of sensor failure, causing inadvertent, late or no airbag  deployment, raises the
problem of how to develop the necessary procedures to test a system for these types of scenarios. NHTSA must investigate
the difFerem options that are beginning to emerge in evaluating side airbags  with respect to occupants of different sizes.
See A. IQwiikar  & L. Pauls, Application of a Computer-Model as an Engineering Toolfor Evaluating Side Impact Design
Requirements for Chifdken and Small Adults, in 16~14  MERNATIONAL  TECHNICAL CONFERENCE  ON THE ENHANCED  SAFETY
OF VEHICLES  1868 (1998) (describing software model used to assist in designing and engineering of side air-bags for
occupants of various size).

‘Manufacturers have expressed universal support for including new OOP dummy tests to reduce the risks to
occupants from potentially fatal airbag  deployments. See generally, NHTSA Docket No. NHTSA- 1998-4405. With this
type of strong support for including explicit procedures geared to protect against the possibility of airbag deaths, it is
inconceivable that manufacturers would have any reasonable opposition to the inclusion of similar types of OOP child test
procedures.

--
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“do no harm” philosophy is one that manufacturers have already adopted.* Incorporating child
dummies will provide even more information that manufacturers and NHTSA can use to prevent
injuries to child occupants and short adults.’ Without taking these types of passengers into account,
it will be impossible for any manufacturer to validly claim that its side airbag systems provide
adequate protection in side collisions and “do no harm” to vulnerable occupants.

Because of this apparent risk to OOP children from side impact airbags, CAS petitions
NHTSA to include an OOP test procedure as part of FMVSS 2 14 in order to lower the probability
of deaths and serious injuries from side airbag deployments. NHTSA should immediately initiate
rulemaking that would add an OOP requirement for three-year-old and six-year-old children to
FMVSS  214.”  As part of this effort, NHTSA should place all relevant documents and data in the
public docket. NHTSA must not wait until the “real world’ data include verified occupant deaths
and serious injuries before substantive action is taken.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael Kido
Stti Attorney

Attachments: 3

*See  Letter from Vann Wilber, Director of Vehicle Safety & International Department, American Automobile
Manufacturers  Association, et al., to Dr. Ricardo Martinez, Administrator, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
4-6 (Dec. 22, 1997) (Petition for Rulemaking on FMVSS 2 14).

gSimilarly, it may very well turn out that larger occupants face an increased risk fi-om side airbag deployments.
Especially obese occupants could have more of their own bodies exposed to the air-bag’s deployment path, leading of the
increased risk of injury. Simply waiting for problems such as this one to occur before action is taken poses a significant
philosophical dilemma with respect to the Agency’s role in promoting vehicle safety.

“CAS’  inclusion of OOP test procedures for only these occupant sizes exhaustive should not be interpreted as an
exhaustive list of problematic scenarios. It may very well be the case that NHTSA will have to investigate the possibility
of adding occupants of other sizes in future amendments to FMVSS 2 14. At least one manufacturer has revealed that it too
supports the incorporation of an OOP requirement. In a letter to Administrator Martinez, GM indicated that it “has
established risk criteria for various parameters and associated injury measures in a variety of test conditions intended to
simulate potential locations near the side impact air bags where children could be seated or out of position.” Letter from
Ronald Zarella, Executive Vice President, General Motors North America, to Dr. Ricardo Martinez, Administrator,
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 1 (Feb. 9, 1999). This letter is included as Attachment C.
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for Release: February 11, 1999 Contact: Kyle Johnson
810.4921920

REDUCING RISKS  OF SiDE AIR BAGS A PRlORlTY  Wllti
GENERAL I’UIOTORS

Warren, Mich. - Once limited tb luxury ears, side air bags are now offered on 3 wide array

c?f cars and minivans. And along WiTh their avaiiabihty i;l these other  vehicles, comes

heightened concern fsr smait children vtho may be seared clol;e to a side air bag.

The National High\Vay Traffic Safety ?s.&rCnistration  N4TSF\}  tecer,tiy contacted

sutomakcrs  emph&t;ng  that it is extremely in-tgct:~a~:  to thor~ugf~ty  test side impact  air

bags with both chltd and adu!t  crash test, dumrriics ,::rl a wide variety ot’ positians to guard

agains! rhe risk of serious Injury :O WWpants  why mat{ tie very close :o a side impact air

bag when it depbys.



- 2 -

. to de@7 the air bags !Or ?he c?any  sizes and posiriclcs  of front seat occupants, The.
engineering challenge @f side  air bzgs  is to pro+& od&ionnl  prorecfil;n in a side iripact

crash while minimizing  the poto:~ti~l  risk uf injtiry  ICI I/E ~TIOSI vtilnerabfe occupar;ts  - -

children -- from the ;lir bag daploymenx itself,”

GM has IWO goals in its side air bag pragrams;  pcovide  protection  for occupants and

minimize the risk of injury :n the event of an air bag dcpiotj,ment.  To meet the technical

challenge, GM engineers careful!y  develop&  the air bag Size, f&l patrern,  venting  ana

inflator output to provicte  the proper design  balance  and mink&e th.is injury risk 10 those

wha might be expcsed tu a deployment. GM’s ks~s include placing three-year-old cilild

crash dummies in vufnerab!e  positiofls and deploytng the side air bag. *One test is even

designed to simu!ar.e  a child sleeping with its head against the door when the air bag

deploys,” Pikher  says.

However, some competitive side atr bag s!esi~ns Jested  by G,M are powerful enough

to came a significant  risk of serious i&ry to Gut-of-position  &ii&en. “There are no

government regulations about  the :isk of injury to chtlcirefi from side air bags,” says Pilchet.

“And young children, with their less developed bones and muscles, are at a greirter risk of

in jury  from some competitors’  side eir bsgs than G,M’s. Based on testing using GM’s

procedures, serious neck injr;ry js UP to 50 rimes !e% likely and serious chest injury is up to

9 rimes less likely in rhe Chevr~!er  Venture Ihan the cxnpet;tive  vehicles tested.

“We could engineer GM vp.h?icles  vtiith sk!~ Irr,>act air bags to receive  better scores

OR the NHTSA’c, Side NCAP test, but only ~irh an Eir bag design that poses additional risks

to chiidren,” adds Pllcher, “Gkld does not accept th;ar trade-off.”

GM contrnues  to recommend Ihat the safest piace fnr chiidran traveling in a car is to

be Dro3erly restrained in a rear seat, and the proper  rztrairrt for in three-year-old is a

forward facing  child seat.
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Risk of Serious Injury (AIS > 3) from Statically Deployed Side Air
Bag -- Three Year Old Child Dummy
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CENTER FOR AUTO SAFETY*
2 0 0 1  S  S T R E E T ,  N W  S U I T E  410  WASHINGTON,  DC 2 0 0 0 3 - l  160 ( 2 0 2 )  3 2 8 ’ 7 0 0

March 25,1999

Richard Humphrey
General Motors North America
1660 L street, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20036

Dear Mr. Humphrey:

Thanks very much for taking the time with me the other day to clarify GM’s position regarding the
release of its recently publicized side impact airbag comparison research test data and videos. The Center for
Auto Safety  (CAS) believes it is extremely important that technical information be made public on any risks that
may accompany the various types of side impact airbag systems. Release of such information serves two
purposes. First, the information can be used to help establish an out-of-position occupant requirement as part
of FMVSS 201 and 214 similar to what is proposed for FMVSS 208. Second, such information will help
consumers to make better informed decisions when purchasing a vehicle.

While the February 11, 1999 press release is a step in the right direction, CAS calls on GM to release
the test data and videos to further the goals stated above. This information will prove invaluable in informing
the public about the performances of different side airbag  systems, and clarify any potential misunderstandings
about the effectiveness of these systems. Moreover, this information can help develop regulatory requirements
to protect out-of-position occupants in side impact crashes. The existence of such requirements will be crucial
in ensuring that potentially unsafe systems do not enter and penetrate the marketplace.

CAS is aware of two public disseminations of side impact airbag  information by GM. First, GM
presented NHTSA with information in a detailed briefing on October 20, 1998. May we have copies of the
materials from that briefing? Second, GM issued the abovementioned February 1 lth press release and distributed
video clips of side impact airbag  tests run by GM.

CAS encourages GM to seriously reconsider its current ban on the further dissemination of its side
impact airbag research data and videos. It would be unfortunate if the lifesaving potential of these devices were
marred by the occurrence of preventable deaths. GM’s knowledge of the risks involved with certain systems
places a moral obligation squarely on the shoulders of the company to disseminate those risks to the public as
thoroughly as possible. We sincerely hope that GM will make the right decision to release this information in
its entirety to the public.

Sincerely,

Michael Kido
Staff Attorney

-
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:
. DearDr.Martinez

Thank you for your letter to Jack Smith of December 28,1998 concerning
child safety and side impact air bags.

As you know GM shares NHTSA’s  view that safety features and devices
integrated into new motor vehicle products should be designed to provide crash
protection for occupants and also to minimize the liielihood of injury due to the .

* deployment itself, It is this approlich  that led to GM’s proposal (later adopted in the
AilMA rulemaking petition of August 1996 and NHTSA’s  NIC of March 1997) for
depowering air bags. GM has also applied this approach to its side impact air bag
designs.

GM recommends that all child passengers be properly restrained  (belted or
appropriate child safety seat) and that those under the age of 12 be seated in a rear
seat. Unfortunately, some drivers  will ignore our warnings and occasionally will
transport children in the front  scat. Therefore, GM’s side impact air bag designs
have been developed to minimize the injury risk to children who could be exposed to
the inflation insult of a dep!dying  side air bag. GM has established risk criteria for
various parameters and associated injury measures in a variety of test conditions
intended to simulate potential locations near the side impact air bags where children
could be seated or out of position. GM’s tests place these dummies immaliately
adjacent to an ‘dating side air bag. As examples, one GM test places a 3 year old
dummy’s head against the vehicle door to simulate a child who has fallen asleep.
Another test places the 3 year old child dummy’s chest against the door as though
the child was looking through the window. GM attempts to configure these test
conditions in the “worst case” for potential injury to a child from a deploying side

---- --



i m p a c t a i r b a g .  Asyou~ow,sucb~~artneva”perfact”duetoths
biomechanical limitations of the test devices, but ncveriheles~  they provide a
reasonable assurance that GM’s side impact air bags will provide protective capacity
to adults and simultaneously minimize the risk of serious injury to children.

I have been told that GM’s technical staffhas  discus4 its side impact air
bag development procadutes  and test criteria with NHISA’s ScafI;  and I have
directed GM’s continued coopeWion  with NHTSA on all research issues, including
side impact air bags and test dummies.

:. In that rega& I know my staff is somewhat *nccrned about the potentiaI
impact test &vices. GM strongly urgdUHTSA to take  a’kade&ip  role in *
consolidating the multiple ongoing research efforts into a single one and to produce
a resultant single test device. Given the opportunity, GM will work closely with
NHTSA to help achieve thii result.

As always, we at GM appreciate your comments and insight into matters of
a&motive safety,  one of GM’s top priorities.

.
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April 19,1999

Dr. Ricardo Martinez, Administrator
National Highway Traffic  Safety Administration (NHTSA)
400 Seventh Street, SW.
Washington, DC 20590

Dear Dr. Martinez:

On April 15, 1999, the Center for Auto Safety (CAS) submitted a petition for rulemaking
asking the Agency to initiate an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking concerning the inclusion
of an out-of-position test for child occupants. As part of that petition, a number of articles were cited
for support. In footnote four, we mistakenly identified the Volvo article used for support. The
correct citation should read as follows:

B. Lundell, et al., SIPSBAG  - Ihe Seat-Mounted Side Impact  Airbag  System, in ADVANCES
INOCC~PANTPROTECTIONTECHNOL~GIESFORTHEMID-NINETIES  141,147(1995).

An error was left in footnote nine’s second sentence last part, which should read “leading to
the increased risk of injury.”

Please include these corrections with the petition. If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to have a member of your stafI contact me at (202) 328-7700. We regret any inconvenience
that this matter may have caused.

Sincerely,

Michael Kido
Staff Attorney



Mikhael Kido, Staff Attorney
Center for Auto Safety
2001 s street, NW
Suite 410
Washington, DC 20009-l 160

Dear Mr. Kido:

This will acknowledge receipt of your petition dated April 15,1999, submitted on behalf of the
Center for Auto Safety requesting the agency to include au out-of-position (OOP) test procedure

: as part of FMVSS No. 214 in order to lower the probability of deaths and serious injuries from
side air b&g deployments .

You will be notified of our decision to grant or deny your petition.

Sincerely,

L. Robert Shelton
Associate Administrator
for Safety Per5ormance Standards

--


